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From the Editor
Fall report 2021

Wow! So here we are already into

November, and we managed with the help of

so many to enjoy a learning and development

event and numerous trials. Everyone who

helped organize and support these events, pat

yourselves on the back, because we managed

to pursue our passion and have fun while being

safe.

As we leave daylight savings time yet

again, our continued dog training will become

totally dependent on what Mother Nature

sends our way. We’ll have time to snuggle up

to the fire with a good book or watch training

videos and reflect on our successes and

failures of this past season.

On a personal note, I’d like to thank

everyone who was willing to contribute

content to the Newsletter. A special thank you

to Katharine Webb who did the layout of all of

this years Newsletters. It’s a tough job without

your support. Wishing you all a happy and

healthy fall season and let’s hope that next

summer allows us much more freedom. 

Cheers!

- Cath and Oak 

WANT TO JOIN US? 
Website:https://ontariobordercollieclub

.com/obcc-home

On September 22, 1984, the

Ontario Border Collie Club was formed

near King City, Ontario. An enthusiastic

group had gathered for a trial near

Winchmore farm, and they sat down

after supper on Saturday night to draw

up the aims and objectives of the new

club.The primary objective of the club

is to promote the traditional herding

ability of the Border Collie by holding

trials and training clinics. The club also

encourages obedience and other non-

traditional uses of the dog.It was

decided to publish a newsletter a few

times each year to keep members up

to date on upcoming activities. The

club members are mainly farm people

with a high regard for and a common

interest in the Border Collie. We want

to maintain the dog’s natural working

instinct and hope to prevent it turning

into nothing more than another show

dog,If you have an interest in working

dogs on stock, or are interested in

being an informed spectator at sheep

dog trials, please fill out the online

membership form and send it along

with your cheque to: Kim Gretton, 

309 Lorneville Road, Woodville, ON

K0M 2T0
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Hello everyone,

T
he trialling season is winding

down for many of us, but the

fundraising will go on. The

online silent auction was a great

success. Many thanks to those who

contributed items; barn quilts from

Catherine Rae and Celeste Lacroix

which sold for $150 and $130

respectfully. Thanks also to Helen

Dunning and Sheri Purcell for moving

away (not that we wanted you to leave)

but downsizing gave us wonderful

items to add into the auction and to all

our other donators. Thanks to those

who participated and had fun bidding

in the silent auction, together we raised

$809.00. I took most of the items with

me to Shepherds Crook fall trial to

personally give out to the lucky

winners; it was fun to see the happy

faces when they received their goodies. 

Another fun filled event this year

was the addition of the monthly 50/50

draw. Our winners were: May; Beth

Devereaux $75, June; Jo Murphy

$67.50, July; Helen Millen $95,

August; Lorna Savage $95, September;

Kelly Morrow $35. 

The on-hand supply of clothing and

other merchandise has been kept to a

minimum this year as I tried doing

personal request orders and it worked

out well. Not to say there is not stock

on hand if someone wants something.

Stock sticks are also available year-

round. Take care and be nice. Stay safe

and be kind. 

-The Hall Girls

F U N D R A I S I N G  R E P O R T

https://ontariobordercollieclub.com/obcc-home
https://ontariobordercollieclub.com/obcc-home


Message from the President

W
ell fall is upon us and I welcome the cooling temps, perfect for training and trialing.

Sadly we are still being dogged by covid which has deep roots and continues to

disrupt. 

Thankfully one of the L&D events happened; Learn to Pen Successfully.  Thanks to Tracy

Hinton and John Palmer with able assistance from Cynthia.  From all accounts, it was a fun

learning experience.

I would like to thank Victoria Lamont and her husband John  Straube, along with Viki Kidd

for hosting a well attended novice  trial in July, followed in late August by the Holstein Agro

Time Trial, and a one day Open at St. Agatha.  Also a big thank you to Kevan and Kim Gretton,

for an open trial in July that had to be moved not once, but twice; they are an agile group, and

then a second very challenging novice/open trial in late September.   The CBCA Championship

trial organized by Amanda Milliken and her support team ran in conjunction with Kingston’s

Grass creek Park in mid-September.  Congratulations to Lee Lumb and Gus from BC.  

Even though it was a difficult season, the OBCC appointed committees did a wonderful job in

their respective positions.  Thanks to the Trials Committee; Lorna Savage, Carol Guy, and

Andrea deKenedy.   Thanks to the Learning & Development committee for planning and re-

planning, and planning yet again;  Anne Wheatley and Louise Hadley.  Thanks to Catherine Rae

for newsletter content; the articles were fabulous, as were the many pictures compliments of our

membership.  Special appreciation goes to our Fund Raising gal Pamela Hall for her innovative

ideas and never ending enthusiasm.  And to the very efficient Nominating Committee who

educated members, and expanded the board job descriptions so that future members would have a

better template to follow when considering being elected to the board of directors; Lynn

Johnston, Anne Wheatley, and Kelly Morrow.  And finally thanks to my fellow board members

for hanging tough and managing a difficult year; Kevan Gretton, Kim Gretton, Marie Sawford,

and Rebecca Lawrence.  

– Mary Thompson, President

Congratulations! 

Members and the 

Board of the OBCC

want 

to congratulate 

Amanda Milliken 

on her recent

induction 

into the American 

Border Collie

Association Hall of

Fame.

Notice of 

Annual General Meeting
Sunday, November 21, 2021, at 1:00pm – Via Zoom

The OBCC board has set the Annual General Meeting for Sunday, November 21st, 2021 at

1:00pm via zoom.  If you wish to attend you must send a request to Marie Sawford at:

cdtmarie@yahoo.ca by Monday, November 15th and she will include you on the zoom

meeting invitation list.

If you cannot attend via zoom and wish to nominate a proxy, please complete a Proxy Form

provided under the Members Only section of the website and return it to Kim Gretton at

shephrdcrook@bell.net. by November 15th. If you do not know the Members Only password,

kindly contact one of the board members.

AGM documentation will be provided in advance of the meeting to all members who

request a zoom invitation or nominate a proxy, or to any member who requests it by writing to

Kim Gretton at shephrdcrook@bell.net

Mary Thompson, OBCC President

cdtmarie@yahoo.ca
shephrdcrook@bell.net
cdtmarie@yahoo.ca


I
was asked to write about my early year’s of

trialing .  My background is in farming.

My Dad worked on a mixed farm on the

South Downs, Sussex County in England. The

Downs is a chalk hill range that runs along the

south coast of England.

We always had Border Collies around.  My

Grandparents had Bearded Collies; they were

used by the drovers in the olden days.

I competed in the Bluegrass in 1970 &

1971. We emigrated from the U. K. to Canada

in 1967 and my Dad had met up with Bill

McMichael who put on the trials at Bond Head

Ontario.  I remember helping set up and take

down what I thought was miles of snow fence.

The set out was done by truck. The sheep were

let off at the top and hopefully stayed put !

Another set up was a collapsible pen. It was

with the Ontario group that I travelled to trials.

Not so much that I was keen on trialing, but

days off school were a bonus!

My First run at Bluegrass

The Dogs : My Dad had some dogs

imported from Scotland and I was able to do

basic work with Lass. She was more of a pet,

but still useful. The first run at Bluegrass I

remember was at the Kentucky Horse Park.

The Sheep were from Texas and when you’re

10 or 11 years old, I thought the set out was in

Tennessee!  Lass did get them to about the 

fetch panels and that was it. I do recall there

was another young competitor from Texas,

same age as me. It was an open course, no

small outruns.

I remember going to Maryland and also

Ohio.  My last memory of Ohio was a long

outrun and Lass went way up the field and the

judges could not see her. She did not lift the

sheep, but ran past and hopped into the set out

truck. That was enough for me – I quit.

I ran into Bill McMichael years later when

I was working on a large purebred cattle

operation in Bradford Ontario.  I wanted a dog,

so after a while I got a “cast off “ that was a

bit hard on sheep.  That was good, as I was

around cattle. I remember in 1984, he cost me

$400. But the dog was well worth it. He

helped gather a lot of rogue cows.

When Kim and I bought the farm in

Woodville in 1989, we had beef cattle, but in

1990 we decided to get some sheep to

diversify. We always had border collies

around. Some helpful, some not. As we got

more sheep and my old dog passed away, I

went back to Bill and he put me in touch with

Len Hilderley who sold me a dog that was half

trained. That was ok because I was not trained

at all.

We started holding trials at our farm around

2005 although I did not compete. My Dad was

fighting cancer and he really enjoyed being

here, although the old crew were no longer

involved. I got a dog, Clay, from the past

OBCC President Bill Younger who had

decided to retire from trialing.  In 2010 we

hosted the Canadians. I was not a competitor

but after the event Viki Kidd suggested I come

and try. Then at Butternut that year I purchased

a bitch from Nancy Obenier, Jade, and got my

name on a plaque. I competed in Novice but

needed a dog with more training and that

T H E  H E R D I N G  S P O T L I G H T

By Kevan Gretton

Kevan’s Uncle Vic on the South Downs,

Sussex County, England

1970 Newspaper article about 12 year old

Kevan Gretton.

started the collection. The next season it was

suggested that I hold sheep at the set out.  I

was and still am very cautious about setting

out. I worry about ruining someone’s run up.

Carol Guy was given the task  of teaching me.

I’ll never forget her tugging me around so I

was in the right spot.

Originally I wondered who would need 5

dogs and a camper, etc. Well I was told, the

sport grabs you. Now I have numerous dogs

and a camper etc.

Kim and I have been blessed with meeting

a lot of interesting people in this sport.

I have had the privilege of hosting trials

and learning from competitors from Canada,

the U.K. and the U.S.

Our two sons are a big part of our trials and

some day I would like to see them run a dog.

Kim has and will again when I learn to keep

my opinions to my self.

Our Grandkids have it down pat...

“that’ll do ! “



On Saturday, 7 August, a pack of hopeful herders came together at a

clinic titled, optimistically, “Learn to Pen Successfully”,

hosted by Tracy Hinton and John Palmer at Tracy’s Applewood Ridge

Farm. The morning was devoted to practising the skills dogs and handlers

needed to take on what is, no doubt, the most challenging element of any

herding trial – penning the sheep.  The Palmer-Hinton teaching

partnership took each participant [man or woman and dog] through the

gather and a quiet, steady drive to the pen and then, of course, through the

many and various techniques of the actual penning of the sheep. In the

main, aim for the hinges attaching gate to pen, the handler blocking

his/her side of the path leading into the pen and the dog holding the other

side. And then the final step – convincing the sheep to enter the pen of

death. Here Tracy demonstrated a range of options from tapping the

herding stick, stamping, mean looks and whispered threats as to what

might happen if cooperation was not forthcoming. Someone, even

mentioned blowing in the sheep’s ears? And to those do’s there were, of

course, the don’ts - no touching the sheep and certainly no using the gate

to ram them into the pen. The post lunch time was devoted to making

everyone realize how hard this actually is – but some of the edge of that

was mitigated by the positive John and Tracy commentary each

participant received after their attempt.  

A day well spent!

Penning, 
Making it Easy?

By John Milloy

Photos by Cynthia Palmer

A successful pen!

Participants

listening

carefully.



O
h to be trialing again with so many friends around - outside in eastern Ontario weather

and glorious fields flush with green growth ! We weren't certain it would ever happen!

But it did!!!

The trial originally scheduled for May and postponed for many many weeks due to our old

friend ‘Pandemic'! Kim & Kevan Gretton always such wonderful hosts and with many of their

family in attendance.

The trial manager - Tracy Hinton ensured everything was prepped in advance & everything

flowed along without a hitch!  The farm flock - always a challenge- even more so since

recently separated from their lambs...lol! The ewes were in robust condition. Lorna Savage

,also a seasoned handler, capably judged both days.

It became apparent on Saturday within the first few Open runs - that dogs were having to

keep a very consistent pressure on the groups around the course. Things would go along

smoothly then suddenly one of the ewes would dart away in the opposite direction. It made for

exciting work at the pen and after the single. 

After completing the Open trial on Saturday the ProNovice class was run on 4  ewes . It

was thought that this would assist in the groups flocking together . It worked very well for

several dogs.

On Saturday afternoon the storm predicted arrived but we all met for pizza in the Grettons

garage where we were dry and happy...a very informal but lively and fun evening!

Sunday brought clearing skies after a night of heavy rain and strong winds. The day started

with two Nursery trials and then the second Open trial. The first few runs the sheep worked

well together and then they got a bit cranky as the day became hot and humid. The handlers

enjoyed a strong breeze under the handlers shade tent. You certainly don't have to watch the

field to know how the runs are going- you can tell by the cheers or groans!  It's great to hear

those cheers after you close that pen gate!

Thank you to all of you who competed and helped out!  Our trialing season is officially

under way...see you next month at Holstein/St Agatha 

Shepherd's Crook SDT July 24 & 25
By Carol Guy

Top: Baz critiques the run.

Middle: Louise Hadley and Tug. 

Bottom: John Palmer and Mara

All Photos by Carol Guy



Bud Guy 



Sheep hiding in the Queen Anne’s lace. 



A
rena trials can be a lot of fun. The action is fast and

furious, the course is easily understandable by the

spectators, the time limit adds tension, and the

occasional wreck provides the crowd with additional

entertainment. I’m all for a good arena trial. 

Now reduce the size of the arena.  Fence it with flexible

orange snow fencing, the occasional three foot board, and a

few T bars.  Make the holding pen transparent to the sheep

being run.  Forget to add notice of the event to your flyer, but

do dwell at length on the rodeo being held at the same time

Such was the situation at Holstein this year. Apparently, the

organizers did not rate our event highly. 

Did we have fun anyway? Sure, we love getting together

with our fellow handlers, secure in the knowledge that most,

maybe even all of us, are double vaxxed.  (What a gift the

vaccine has been to humanity.)  And yes, the ever resourceful

team of Viki and her helpers were able to tarp the holding

pen and secure the snow fencing at the spots the sheep were

escaping under it, so the trial did eventually proceed in good

order. And, while spectators were few, they were, by and

large, enthusiastic and interested. You can’t keep a

determined group of sheepers down. We prevailed.

St. Agatha the following day was a lovely, low key farm

trial.  The grass was green, the panels were white, the sheep

were agreeable.  All was again right with the world.  The

judging duties were rotated amongst John Palmer, Carol Guy,

Tracy Hinton, and Cynthia Palmer, so they too were able to

run their dogs in the remaining classes.  New-ish handlers

were put to work learning the many tasks involved in putting

on a field trial, and were welcomed to the ranks of sheepdog

competitors.  Experienced handlers provided advice and

support. Well done Victoria and Viki. We’ll be back!

Holstein Agricultural Fair Arena Trial 

and St. Agatha SDT
By Andrea de Kenedy

Top: Holstein Arena Trial Course Photo by Andrea de Kenedy  Bottom: Snow fence and set out Pen at Holstein Photo by Anne Wheatley



Top: The St Agatha Judge John Palmer 

Photo by Andrea de Kenedy

Under the Handler’s Tent at Holstein 

Photo by Andrea de Kenedy

The field at St Agatha Photo by Andrea de Kenedy

Left: Kim, John, Cynthia and Kevan at Holstein Photo by Catherine Rae

Top: Holstein class Winners Tracy Hinton, Lori Leddingham, Mary Thompson

and Kevan Gretton Photo By Anne Wheatley



Drone photo of Trial field and camping area

Photo by John Straube



T
he CBCA championship was held in

Kingston at Grass Creek Park on

September 22nd – 26th, 2021. After 18

months of uncertainty about holding the trial

due to the pandemic, a window finally opened

to allow the trial to be held. We would like to

take this opportunity to thank the local trial

committee of Amanda Milliken and Karen

Curtis for their tenacity in getting this trial off

the ground, as well as the Henderson

Foundation for funding the rental of the sheep.

Also, we would like to thank the CBCA for

their generous financial support and their

acceptance of the mandate of the host of the

Championships that all people involved in the

Trial be fully vaccinated. 

The Nursery championship was run on

Wednesday, September 22nd with 2 runs; the

combined scores of both runs determined the

placings. Five ewes were used for each run,

this proved to be difficult as many a young

dog struggled with the island sheep.

Something rarely seen in trialing, was

experienced handlers running more novice

dogs for novice handlers, giving them a chance

at the brass ring. Twenty

four dogs ran and in our

mind two handlers stood

out, Hillary Flower with her

dog Olive who finished 5th,

and Gaby Melancon with

her dog Trigger who

finished 8th, well done both

of you. Congratulations to

Bev Lambert who finished

1st with her dog Annie, and

Amanda Milliken who

finished 2nd with her dog

Carl.

The Open class started on Thursday,

September 23rd using 4 ewes for each run.

The morning running started out with some co-

operating ewes, Dave for one had a reasonable

group laying down a scorcher of a run only to

be DQ in the shedding ring because of an

overzealous 11 year old Border Collie who we

will refrain from naming! The running was

very inconsistent due to difficult sheep, poor

weather conditions and young dogs that were

not able to deal with the toughest sheep that

they have ever seen. What has been a bit of a

trend in the last couple of years, there was a

run off for 1st place for both Open 1 and Open

2. Both days the winners were sorted out by

the rerunning of the gather. Tracy Hinton with

her dog Lad, and Sally Molloy with her dog

Reese ran off for Open 1 , with the winner

being Tracy & Lad.  The run off for Open 2

was between Mich Ferraro with her dog Dahlia

and Amanda Milliken with her dog Dorey,

with the winner being Mich Ferraro & Dahlia.

Sunday’s weather for the Double Lift was

spectacular, with 18 teams running. The sheep

were more settled due to the good weather and

being run in larger groups. There were many

great runs throughout the day, with the two

outstanding runs being Lee Lumb with her

12.5 year old dog Gus, and Amanda Milliken

and her veteran dog Howell. Lee Lumb and

Gus were the CBCA Double Lift champions

beating Amanda and Howell by only 1 point.

The run with Lee & Gus was a textbook run;

the drop at the cone was perfect. Lee’s

“hummer” lookback whistle was flawlessly

and immediately taken by Gus correctly. A

clear miss of the fetch panels on the 2nd gather

was costly. After a clean drive the shed was

done in 3 cuts, Dave remembers checking his

watch and Lee had about 9 ½ minutes to pen

after completing the shed. Lee laid out a visual

seminar in penning, Gus’s patience, step-stop

towards the sheep helped place pressure on the

pen gate and BANG the sheep were in the pen.

A run we will remember for a long time, what

a team!  

We would like to mention that there was an

enormous effort made by handlers from the

U.S. to attend this trial with all of the

regulations that that they had to follow to

come to Canada to participate.  

This trial is the best and most

attended trial in Eastern Canada.

Thanks to everyone who makes

this trial a success.

CBCA CHAMPIONSHIP 2021
By Dave and Mary Ellen Young

Empty Bleachers, thanks COVID.

Photo by Cath Rae

Top: Champions Lee and Gus with

Patrick Shannahan and Norm

Close Judges

Photo By Werner Reitboeck 



KINGSTON SHEEP DOG TRIALS 
September 26, 2021 

DOUBLE LIFT 
 
 

 
        HANDLER DOG                              SCORE 
 
1. Lee Lumb Gus 304 

2. Amanda Milliken Howell 303 

3. Beverly Lambert Lee 290 

4. Mich Ferraro Mawde 287 

5. Beverly Lambert Annie 246 

6. Tracy Hinton Lad 238 

7. Lee Lumb Colt 222 

8. Amanda Milliken Dar 220 

9. Sam Furman Skye 216 

10. Fiona Robertson Bean 195 

11. Werner Reitboeck Piper 177 

12. Natalie Labelle Mia 167 

KINGSTON SHEEP DOG TRIALS 
September 24 – 25, 2021 

OPEN 2  -  69 DOGS 
 

 
        HANDLER DOG                              SCORE 
 
1. Mich Ferraro Dahlia 88 

2. Amanda Milliken Dorey 88 

3. Jordan Markowski Hendrix 84 

4. Sam Furman Wolf 83 

5. Sally Molloy Kerry 80 

6. Amanda Milliken Dar 80 

7. Beverly Lambert Annie 80 

8. Paul Batz Reyn 80 

9. Tracy Hinton Lad 79 

10. Amanda Milliken Howell 78 

11. Werner Reitboeck Piper 77 

12. Sam Furman Skye 77 

13. Gaby Melancon Watson 76 

14. Dave Young Tagh 75 

15. Fiona Robertson Bean 75 

KINGSTON SHEEP DOG TRIALS 
September 23, 2021 

NURSERY – 20 DOGS 
(Combined Total) 

 
 
        HANDLER DOG                              SCORE 
 
1. Beverly Lambert Anie 128 

2. Amanda Milliken Tui 126 

3. Amanda Milliken Carl 84 

4. Tracy Hinton Tye 79 

5. Hilary Flower Olive 76 

6. Tracy Hinton Meabh 57 

7. Gaby Melancon Trigger 53 

8. Sue Schoen Zoe 50 

KINGSTON SHEEP DOG TRIALS 
September 23 – 24, 2021 

OPEN 1  -  69 DOGS 
 

 
        HANDLER DOG                              SCORE 
 
1. Tracy Hinton Lad 86 

2. Sally Molloy Reese 86 

3. Amanda Milliken Howell 85 

4. Mich Ferraro Mawde 84 

5. Amanda Milliken Dar 82 

6. Amanda Milliken Carl 77 

7. Beverly Lambert Lee 76 

8. Beth Murray Audrey 75 

9. Lee Lumb Gus 74 

10. Sam Furman Skye 69 

11. Kevin Gretton Bud 67 

12. Lee Lumb Colt 65 

13. Pam Helton Brenna 64 

14. Amanda Milliken Dorey 64 

15. Beverly Lambert Annie 62 

  



A
fter a week of record-breaking rainfall

the trial was blessed with some

sunshine and cooler temperatures. The

judge for the trial was Lee Lumb who had just

won the Canadian Championships at Kingston

on the week-end.  

Ranch, Novice Novice and ProNovice were

run in the top half of the field that would be

later used for Open.  For all the classes you

had to bring the sheep through a ditch with

water on the Fetch line.  

Ranch was up first and the challenge was

how to get the sheep through the ditch. If you

flanked one way the sheep wanted to run back

to the set out and if you flanked the other way

they wanted to head to the field where the

lambs were. And run they did. Once around

the post the drive was more manageable.

In Pro Novice the handlers that kept the

sheep moving without stalling out at the ditch

had a better fetch line. The pen was

challenging because the sheep were drawn to

the barn and the lambs in the adjacent field.

It was great to see such a large Novice class

with 14 participants.  Great support for each

other.  Cynthia did a running commentary of

the runs to the audience. In the first NN run at

the pen the sheep kept taking off in the treed

area along the fence. In the second NN run the

pen was moved to make it a little less

challenging.

On to Open and it was run on two fields

with a bit of twist.  There was a split rail fence

& tree line running across the field with an

opening to the left and  right and one more

opening on the fetch line. The dogs had to

trust their handler that there was actually a

spot to go through as it was not very visible. A

lot of the dogs wanted to go up the middle.

Some of the dogs sent left were distracted by

the sheep in the adjacent field and they missed

the opening.

In Britain the stone fences have holes built

in at ground level so the dogs can get from

field to field. They are called Lunky holes. We

had a Canadian version for this trial lol. 

Once the dogs picked up the sheep keeping

the fetch on line through the panels, across the

ditch to the middle opening in the hedgerow.

Once the sheep passed through the gap they

wanted to pull hard left or right. Then it was

on to the post. The drive was long and the

panels were offset so many handlers turned

between left and right panel. Heading to the

first  drive panel the sheep tended to book it as

they were drawn again to the field of lambs

and the barn. On to the shedding ring where it

was a split.  The sheep were happy to head

into the pen.  

Best adjustment to getting stuck on the

fence line goes to John Palmer and Dutch.

Dutch was between the gaps at the fence line

and John just gave him his “hup hup” and over

the fence Dutch goes to continue his out-run.

The Handlers dinner  Wednesday was a

great success. The food was deli-cious and a

great opportunity to catch up with everyone.

Best Nickname went to “Re-run Roger”

(Millen) His sheep were not con-tent to wait at

the top. Third time was the charm. 

Open finished with a couple the younger

dogs running NC. Tui (Amanda) and Tye

(Tracy) had lovely runs. So nice to see the

young dogs coming up.

Thank you to Kevan and Kim Gretton and

Viki Kidd for putting on such a great trial.

Until next time.

Shepherd’s Crook Fall Trial
Lorneville Sept 28, 29 & 30

By Kelly Morrow

Open Field with hedgerow and openings in the split rail fence. Photos by Kelly Morrow

Top: Pre run Jitters

Bottom: Judge Lee Lumb presents awards.





I
n 1995, I found myself working in a 400-

acre park in west Toronto. This Park had so

many amazing features – hundreds of acres

of black oak woodlands, several ponds, an

animal display and lots of wildlife.  The Park

also had a few unwanted creatures such as

2500 Canada Geese. I spent many hours

talking with other municipalities and wildlife

experts about best ways to manage the issue.

Meanwhile complaints about their droppings

grew and cleaning constantly was just

impossible. 

After a few weeks of working in the park I

saw a woman with a red and white border

collie moving the geese around in a grassy

field.  I was fascinated and watched from a

distance for several minutes until I had to

leave.  We eventually met up at a

neighborhood get together and began chatting

about border collies and the geese.

She felt that the Parks department

had more than enough reasons

purchase a border collie to help

manage the geese.  This person -

Viki Kidd and I began a friendship

that continues to this day. To make

a longish story short, after many

discussions with management and

park stakeholders I was given

permission to purchase a border

collie pup…not a trained dog.

And so, in summer of 1997 -a

border collie pup named Lucy

came to be with me and my

journey with border collies began.    

Lucy had quite a life living in

the large park and being quite the

socializer.  When she was ready to

start her training, Viki suggested I

send her back to the Milliken farm

for a few weeks to have her basic

training started. I needed all the

help I could get – learning how to

manage stock with a young

enthusiastic border collie was

frustrating, humiliating, rewarding

and exhausting. 

Lucy was a very tough dog for a

new handler, and I had many

meltdowns during and after training

sessions with her. I was either in the

wrong place or she was, or I just

didn’t understand the exercise. Viki and I were

always looking for places to train our dogs.

We booked time with people who had sheep

and border collies – travelling up to 2.5 hours

one way on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays

to train.  After a year of driving all over Viki

and I decided to team up and find our own

place to keep sheep and train…and it had to be

more cost effective than driving all over hells

half acre.  Fortunately, we found a home for

our obsession at a farm museum 40 minutes

west of Toronto. 

Lucy and I continued to manage and

discourage the geese in the park and spent

many hours on our public relations role with

regular users about her important role in the

park.  Somewhere in the first year and a half of

her life Lucy had begun to have orthopedic

issues with her shoulders.  Consequently, she

required surgery on more than one occasion.

Lucy was laid up for several months over the

next two years.  It became clear that Lucy was

not going to be a good trial dog for me but

could still be terrific- with care- at her goose

job.  

The Millenium was suddenly

upon us and shortly into the New

Year- Viki let me know that

Amanda Milliken had a male pup

left from her Euchre/Craig litter.

I needed very little convincing

that another dog was a good

idea! 

Viki and I continued to train

together, lamb our little flock and

host an annual trial.  Having two

border collies began to seem so

normal…. lol.  When Piper was

8 months of age, I was visiting

The Flowers in Lunenburg Nova

Scotia.   He was very keen to

work at that time. We decided it

might be a good idea to try him

on their sheep. Piper was so

natural and thoughtful and

wanted to please me.  When I

returned to Ontario his training

began in earnest.  Piper was so

relaxed and eager to please, and

he was content to be my patient

partner as I continued to learn

with him.  Viki and I started

competing together at trials

farther afield than Ontario. We

purchased a camper – 1995 16 ft

Bonair. Piper was so much fun

to compete with…Lucy stuck to

her goose job but often came with

us on our travels. 

Piper and I attended as many clinics as

were available.  We trialed more and travelled
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farther and moved up into Pro

Novice class as soon as we could.

I was having so much fun

meeting new people and doing

well with my young dog.  One of

the highlights of my first year in

PN was competing at Dave

Fetterman’s Borders on Paradise

trial where Cheryl Jagger

Williams and I had a runoff for

first…  I am still a nervous

handler but that was nerve

wracking in a runoff against an

Open handler like Cheryl in my

second year competing with

Piper!!...

The social aspect of trialling

was something I really looked

forward to -especially enjoyed clerking and

learning from the judge during trials.

Everyone was supportive and encouraging

which helped turn all my trialing

mistakes into great learning

lessons.

Training & trialling dogs was

all I wanted to do…..forget the

Horticulture I had been so

passionate about for 20 years.! 

Piper and I were learning to

shed and doing longer and longer

drives and soon we were in Open.

Lucy and I were joined by Piper

in our expanding work with the

newly implemented Waterfowl

Management Program. The City

of Toronto amalgamated the

adjacent municipalities, and we

were soon clearing geese along

160+ kms of beaches plus sports

fields across the new City.  

The Media quickly jumped on the band

wagon to promote the program and the dogs

and I were doing lots of fun articles for local

papers, CBC National News and

even the Smithsonian.

The dogs and I went

everywhere together…not only

working in the parks but

attending meetings at various

locations across Toronto.  One

meeting in particular- stands out

in my mind. Piper liked hamming

it up as much as I did, and we

had fun playing tricks on my co-

workers. 

I had a meeting at the Don

Valley Golf Course and because

it was so hot outside, Piper and

Lucy were sleeping under the

boardroom table.  There were

many signed photographs of famous golfers

hanging around the room.  During a break the

dogs and I were alone in the room.  I spent 10

minutes showing Piper photos of Tiger Woods.

After the break, the other meeting attendees

finally noticed that Piper and Lucy were in the

room…they were always so

great to take anywhere because

they just settled and slept.

I started in with my

practical joke, telling everyone

what a fan of golf Piper was.

He was sitting at my side while

everyone in the room is thinking

‘good grief, she’s gone bonkers

about this dog!’ I proceeded to

tell them that he had an absolute

favourite golfer and that was

Tiger.    I could see Piper went

from a sit to a stand ready for

his part in the silliness.  My

coworkers just started

laughing…. ‘Sure, sure,’ they

said.  I turned to Piper who at

this point was practically vibrating and said,

‘Piper, where is Tiger Woods?’  He ran to the

wall and proceeded to knock Tiger’s photo

onto the floor then paraded

around the room with it.   The

room went wild clapping and

laughing and the more it

continued the longer Piper

pranced his trophy round and

round the table.  He was always

keen for a prank, and we did

many together!!

He loved to show off so

every photo session lasted

longer because he always had

some antics up his

sleeve…especially if we were

on the beach where he could

show off his breaching Orca act.

However, when it came to

work, he was all seriousness.

We had to herd geese in some

very dangerous areas… adjacent to 6 lanes of

busy roads and under the elevated expressway

and parking lots off those busy roads.  I could

trust him to lie down and guard

the area and remain where we

had just cleared while I drove

off with Lucy to the next beach.

He trusted me to come back for

him and I trusted he wouldn’t

leave until I did.  

We were often asked by the

police to attend traffic jams

caused by geese on Lakeshore

Blvd near the Humber River.

We had to move geese from one

side of the 6-lane road to the

other to prevent accidents and

the birds from getting run over.

Drivers would cheer us on.

By this time Roy had joined
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Piper and I – soon followed by Dixie and later

Will- a pup from Dixie and Piper’s littermate

Kip.  Lucy retired to live at home.

People weren’t always nice to us.  We were

spit on, had things thrown at us, a few people

tried to kick the dogs and a couple made

contact and others reported us to the police,

the SPCA etc.   We spent hours talking to

people explaining what we were doing and

why.  It was a job that caused many bizarre

injuries too.  Tears in the foot pads from nails

that had popped up in boardwalks, nasty

liquids dumped in garbage cans that leaked out

getting on the dogs’ coats and skin but one of

the worst was glass from a broken beer bottle

in Piper’s eye.  He had to have his eyelid sewn

shut for 7 days after the glass was removed

from his cornea – and this happened twice.

We were a super team…it seemed that

whatever I thought Piper did it before I spoke.

I never had a partnership with an animal like

him before…it was amazing.  

We competed at the Kingston Sheepdog

Trials and made it to the double lift on a few

occasions.  I sucked at the international shed

getting down to one plain sheep that I couldn’t

get rid off for what felt like 9 days.  But it was

so much fun and so nerve wracking….  Of

course, it mattered not a bit to my dog, he was

just happy to be working sheep and hanging

out with me and the rest of our friends. 

Piper began having pain walking in late

2006 and early 2007.  After numerous visits to

chiropractors and vets who had no

recommendations or practical solutions, I was

told if I worked him, he would be paralyzed

for the rest of his life.  I was devastated. Many

of my dog friends in Toronto pointed me to Dr

Leo Rosenburg who referred me to Canine

Wellness Centre. Tania Costa diagnosed Piper

with spondylosis.  She recommended a series

of exercises to be done at least once a day

along with regular physiotherapy treatments.

Piper and I continued to work with Tania, and

he improved dramatically, so much so that I

was able to go back to trialing with him. 

This meant that in September of 2007 we

were able to compete at the USBCHA Finals

in Gettysburg, PA.  I remember standing

waiting for my turn to run and Tommy Wilson

spotted me fidgeting and winding myself up.

He said, ‘Oh its just another trial – you’ll do

fine’.  Raymond McPherson was judging, and

he gave me a big smile as I  announced who I

was.  Once we got to the post, I forgot about

my jitters and had a pretty good run.  I vividly

remember the cross drive because the sheep

were running like wild horses and all we could

do was try to steer them through the panels

and catch them after the turn and back to the

shedding ring.  I was completely gobsmacked

when Jeannie and Neil Weaver told me I had

made it to the semi final group and was to run

again the next day.  My inexperience and

nervousness really got the better of me and we

finished 25 in a field of 45 but I was so happy

to have gotten so far. 

Piper and I continued to work daily clearing

geese for the next few years. He was the one

on the team that loved to work the most, but it

became apparent in Spring of 2010 that he

couldn’t trial on big courses any longer. It

made him happy to trial so we entered local

smaller courses with our last trial at Kingston

in 2010.Piper continued to work geese until

2011 when he retired himself.  He was happy

to come along to the office and ride with me &

the other dogs in the van as we drove from

park to park. In late 2013 he was diagnosed
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with an enlarged liver and gall bladder and passed away in January of

2014 a month after his 14th birthday. 

My heart was broken – as much as I adored the other border collies

– Piper had been my best friend and working partner for most of his 14

years.  Trialing and work weren’t the same for quite some time after

that.   We were truly fortunate that we had the kind of relationship that

can be quite rare.  I miss him every day and he is never forgotten.

Kingston Sheepdog Trials 2006 Photo by Werner Reitboeck

Standing l-r Robin French, Bob Stephens, Beverly Lambert, 

Barbara Ray, Nancy Obernier, Cheryl Williams, Viki Kidd, me

Front row l-r Jeanne Weaver winner of double lift, 

Judge Bobby Henderson, Amanda Milliken & Kate Broadbent

Piper, Dogs in Canada magazine 2008

Piper at Riverdale Farm doing farm demos for his fans.

Photo by City of Toronto

Kingston Sheepdog Trials 2010, Double Lift   

2008 Western Beaches, Toronto. Photo by Kathryn Hollinrake


